
Celebrity Couple News: ‘Real
Housewives  of  Atlanta’  Star
Porsha  Williams  &  Dennis
McKinley Back Together After
One Month Split

By Ashley Johnson

In celebrity couple news, Real Housewives of Atlanta star
Porsha Williams was recently seen wearing her wedding ring
again, according to EOnline.com. It has been one month since
the reality TV star split from her husband Dennis McKinley,
but they have decided to give their relationship a second
chance and take it one day at a time.

In  celebrity  couple  news,  Porsha
and  Dennis  have  rekindled  things
after one month apart. How do you
know  whether  to  give  your  ex  a
second chance?

Cupid’s Advice:

We are wishing the celebrity couple well in their reunion,
however not all relationships deserve a second chance, and
there are factors to be considered before jumping right back
in with your ex. Cupid has some love advice on how to know
whether  to  give  your  ex  a  second  chance  like  the  Real
Housewives  of  Atlanta  stars:
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1.  Your  brain  and  your  heart  match  up:  Feelings  can  be
overwhelming and a lot of the time you may get lost in them.
The heart wants what it wants, but the brain has a different
agenda. While the care may still be there for your ex and old
feelings may even resurface, following your heart can come
with its consequences. If your heart is invested, but your
brain is showing you all the red flags, then you should be
very cautious before giving your ex that second chance.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Hannah Brown’s ‘Bachelorette’
Runner-Up Goes On Date with Gigi Hadid Days After Spending
Night with Hannah

2. You both have grown: If you both have grown, that means
that you both are different people than when you first met,
and that also means you both are able to move on from the
past.  Sometimes  you  may  hold  grudges  against  your  ex  for
certain relationship problems in the past, but if you and your
ex are genuinely able and willing to forgive each other, then
you can begin anew with each other.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Justin Bieber & Hailey
Baldwin Debut Wedding Bands 

3. You see your ex in your future: You always want to move
forward, not backward. Just because your ex may have been a
good portion of your past, does not always mean that they
should be a part of your future. However, if you are both on
the same page this time around and have the same wants and
needs in a relationship, then you can consider keeping them in
your life for a better future together.

Can you think of any other ways how to know whether to give
your ex a second chance? Let us know in the comments below!
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